Single-cell analysis for drug development using convex lens-induced confinement imaging.
New technologies have powered rapid advances in cellular imaging, genomics and phenotypic analysis in life sciences. However, most of these methods operate at sample population levels and provide statistical averages of aggregated data that fail to capture single-cell heterogeneity, complicating drug discovery and development. Here we demonstrate a new single-cell approach based on convex lens-induced confinement (CLiC) microscopy. We validated CLiC on yeast cells, demonstrating subcellular localization with an enhanced signal-to-noise and fluorescent signal detection sensitivity compared with traditional imaging. In the live-cell CLiC assay, cellular proliferation times were consistent with flask culture. Using methotrexate, we provide drug response data showing a fivefold cell size increase following drug exposure. Taken together, CLiC enables high-quality imaging of single-cell drug response and proliferation for extended observation periods.